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MIAMI’S UNEXPLODED SATIRE

EAST QUAD — On February 16 at 6 a.m., 
ROTC special operatives breached the 
Farmer School of Business (FSB) in a live-
fire exercise simulating a siege on the 
Federal'naya Sluzhba Bezopasnosti (FSB) 
headquarters.


This unannounced exercise preceded an 
email from President Crawford regarding 
the deployment of ROTC troops to the 
Ukraine-Russian border.


“Dear Miami Community,” Crawford 
declared. “Russia’s military pressure [on 
Ukraine] is a clear and present danger to 
[...] our study abroad programs, retention 
rates, and alumni donations.”


The DEI Task Force reported nearly 
190,000 Russian troops amassing for an 
imminent incursion, which has provoked 
the university and its allies to intervene.


Miami University’s prior aid has included 
COVID-19 test kits, AK-74 parts kits, and 
a new miniMBA in urban combat training; 
One Stop has also provided financial aid.


Over  J-Term, MU-Wireless suffered a 
cyberattack in retaliation to this aid, 
according to IT Services.


“There will be in-person consequences.”


Student Engagement and Leadership 
ambassadors warn that escalating MU 
involvement may jeopardize the possibility 
of diplomacy.

“Bell Tower is one minute to midnight,” 
Dining Services announced. “This doesn’t 
mean [Bell Tower] will reopen.”


Even so, the university prepares for war.


The NATO and ROTC joint operation 
entails an active engagement of students 
against enemy troops at the Kharkiv, 
Ukraine regional campus.


Each conscripted undergraduate will be 
armed with a fully automatic rifle and a 
liberal arts education.


MREs will consist of dining hall grilled 
chicken, local tap water, and an electronic 
cigarette; MUlaa cannot be exchanged for 
Ukrainian hryvnia or any other currency.


The Associated Student Government will 
vote on a bill allowing academic advisors to 
force add able-bodied freshman to the 
battlefield as soon as next week.


The Office of Equity and Equal 
Opportunity has meanwhile proposed the 
Love and War Act to ensure all is fair and 
that “no student will be terminated with 
extreme prejudice.”


The Howe Writing Center will refuse to 
help students dodge the draft, citing 
concerns of militaristic dishonesty.


All students will need to upload proof of 
vaccination before they are eligible to die 
for their university.

Remember your training. Cut the red wire. Share the yellow paper.

@hateanddishonor on instagram



The Board of Trustees has endorsed a new 
co-major to meet the growing demand for 
innovative annihilation.


The Department of Mechanical and 
Manufacturing Engineering will launch a 
Military–Industrial Complex (MIC) co-
major in Fall 2022.


MIC leverages an interdisciplinary 
curriculum of weapons engineering and 
computing, geo-economics, and civilian 
casualty management and leadership 
courses.


Career growth opportunities encompass 
political networking, hands-on workshops 
with lock-on weapon systems, and an 
externship on an assembly line testing 
explosive munitions with mallets.


Global Initiatives also plans for students to 
skirmish abroad remotely via unmanned 
ariel combat vehicles and engage with 
start-up militias in destabilized sectors.


Funding comes from siphoned humanities 
budgets, your tax dollars and tuition, and a 
force-multiplying endowment.


“Business is booming,” a Lockheed Martin 
executive wrote in the memo of a check 
paid to the order of [REDACTED]. 
“Here’s to a better tomorrow.”


For more information, search online for 
“Lockheed Martin F22 program,” or join 
the Women in Aerospace and Robotics 
(WAR Hawks) student think tank.


The Department of Computer Science and 
Software Engineering has also announced 
a new degree pertaining to national 
security.


Next semester, students can pursue a 
major in browser history; those seeking a 
minor can expect to be pursued by the FBI.

Litterers will be shot on sight. Survivors will be administered a booster shot.

BRAND NEW MILITARY–
INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX 
CO-MAJOR ANNOUNCED 

WESTERN CAMPUS — On February 20 
at 10:01 p.m., RAs successfully raided 
several residence halls with flashbangs, 
battering rams, and new carbon monoxide 
canisters as part of Miami University’s 
commitment to keeping students safe.


The Office of Residence Life and Death 
reported “six half-empty bottles of liquor, 
13 containers of anti-anxiety medication, 
one unlicensed carbon monoxide detector, 
four candles, and other miscellaneous 
paraphernalia among 200 bodies.”


The Hillcrest Hall carbon monoxide 
incident on November 18, 2021 served as 
inspiration for the “no-knock knockout” 
room entry strategy, which other public 
universities were quick to adopt.


Undergraduate research — research on 
undergraduates, that is — has concluded 
that carbon monoxide “poisoning” helps 
students improve their sleeping habits.

STUDENT LIFE USES 
Carbon Monoxide FOR 
ROOM INSPECTIONS  

Tensions are going to rise as we reach 
record high troop presence across the 
region. The eastern front is moving in, 
bringing reinforcements in the cover of 
night that may precipitate a nuclear winter.

The Weather

Hate & Dishonor is a non-profit private 
military company. Our mission is to 
perverse the peace and defend our God-
forsaken freedom of funny. We’re 
dishonorably in charge of supplying weekly 
rations of fake news until we shoot 
ourselves in the foot and get sent home.


To declare war, thank us for our service, or 
occupy your ennui de corps, contact 
hateanddishonor@gmail.com.
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